Overview

There is no new normal for any organization for the foreseeable future. But as you navigate the unknown, Dentons will be there to support you in this New Dynamic. Leveraging our global legal insight from across 76 countries, the experience of (60+) ex-general counsel and legal tech and operations specialists – we’ll provide you with the tools and insights you need at this time. In this hub you will find our latest global legal news as well as guidance on how to progress a digital strategy at this time; quick pivots you might like to consider; how to scenario plan for the months ahead; the importance of taking time out to reflect on your leadership skills and guidance on supply chain resilience issues and environment, social & governance performance opportunities.

From surviving to thriving: a toolkit

- Leading your in-house legal team
- Scenario planning
- Quick pivots
- Focus on digital
- Supply chain resilience
- Environmental, social & governance (ESG) performance

Insights

- New dynamic – global employment tools and trackers
- Lessons learned from South Korea